Academic esteem is difficult to quantify in objective terms. Network theory offers the opportunity to use a mathematical formalism to model both the esteem associated with an academic and the relationships between academic colleagues. Early attempts using this line of reasoning have focused on intellectual genealogy as constituted by supervisor student networks.
Introduction
The use of network theory to represent and study the nature of academic relationships is not new. Co-authorship and citation graphs are used, for better or for worse, to meet the data requirements of academic appointments panels, tenure review committees, funder processes and government assessment activities around the world. However, outside the context of research evaluation, there remain some practical and important uses of graph theory: To understand the semantic proximity of research fields; to observe and predict the emergence of new fields; to quantify the connectedness of individual researchers; and, to locate researchers who form pivotal relationships and bridge different fields with their research.
The idea of an intellectual genealogy as a set of relationships between supervisors and research students is well established and leads naturally to the concept of an intellectual lineage [11, 16] . While the supervisor-supervisee relationship is the most commonly recorded and studied relationship it is not the only link that can be used to formulate an intellectual genealogy.
Based on an empirical case study (used as a toy model), this paper proposes a framework to quantify esteem flow and ranking on an academic network. Researchers habitually try to contextualise colleagues by their relationships. It is generally accepted that in the early stages of a career whether someone's supervisor was "good", whether their examiner was "well-known" and whether their research collaborators are "recognised" are important factors in later success.
Of course, "good", "well known" and "recognised" are all subjectively defined but it is clear that the perception generated by being "chosen" by accepted prestigious individuals is an important one, not just in academia. Such observations have recently become a "hot topic" as analysis by Ma et al. [30] suggests that women benefit less from this ecosystem than their male counterparts.
We conjecture that a deeper analysis of the network approach that we have suggested here would highlight further examples of women who have been overlooked but who have had significant and unsung influence on a field.
Over the last 50 years' doctorates have become established as a gateway to a career in the academy. As a result, doctorates have become a common currency in academia and are now often a rapid proxy to locate a researcher in some mental map of the research landscape. That is to say that especially at the beginning of an academic career, before considering the number of publications, books or scholarly outputs created; the counts of citations, attendance numbers at public viewings or critical reviews of performances; commonly asked questions include: Where did the researcher in question study? In what department? And, With whom? The answers to these questions instantly give a picture of the researcher in the internal ranking system of the questioner. If the institution is well known, the department of note or the supervisor famous, then an expectation is already set by this context. This impression is not easy to make tangible since it is a highly-subjective measure of academic prowess and is personal to each evaluator and their own academic collaborations, interactions and experiences. Hence, while many decisions are influenced by this type of esteem measure, it is not easy to define and is impossible defend in objective terms.
In this paper, we carry out an initial exploration of a dataset that we have created by bringing together data on one subject area from several sources and formulate some conjectures based on these data and an initial analysis. In particular, we look beyond the supervisorsupervisee doctoral thesis graph. We consider connections mediated by the doctoral thesis but instead of considering only the supervisory relationship we also consider the graph formed by taking the examiners (so covering all parents) of a doctoral thesis and the candidate (child).
There is a rich and complex sociology behind thesis examination that needs to be understood before we can extend the supervisor-supervisee network model with confidence. Our initial approach was to consider all dissertations (masters level, and doctoral level) and weight the relationships associated with the level of the qualification, but this adds significant additional complexity: It is unclear what would constitute a fair weighting, it is unclear whether the a masters dissertation included novel research or was simply a literature review and, finally, the number of masters students who do not carry on to academia is high and hence many of these nodes remain unconnected and merely add data complexity without adding content.
Additionally, in many universities, a student "failing" a doctoral qualification may be given an MPhil or other Master-level qualification. It is not easy to tell from the records that are kept publicly which course was originally intended. Having a number of failed students may be an interesting signal to study but could be symptomatic of many different factors and hence becomes quickly too complex (not to mention controversial) to access as a problem in an initial study. As a result of these complicating factors, we have focussed on successful doctoral theses.
This simplifies some of the data issues and focuses the study on a richer network where the participants are more likely to remain part of the research ecosystem and hence contribute to the graph more actively by becoming examiners themselves. Another weighting effect that should be considered is the relative importance of examining versus supervising from field to field.
Although the supervisor spends more time with the student during the performance of their work, in some fields, the examiner of the thesis will be rated at a similar level of importance (especially where there are doctoral committees). Since we are dealing with modelling perception in this case, the relative importance between supervisor and examiner may even be examiner (and supervisor) dependent. In the case that an extremely eminent individual examines the thesis, this may have more bearing than a relatively less known supervisor.
Further complexities still exist even with our initial simplification: In some universities, defences are public and there is a team of examiners, in other institutions, the viva is closed and attendance is limited to the candidate and two examiners. In some areas it is acceptable for a candidate's supervisor to attend the viva, in others the supervisor may be one of the examiners, in yet others the supervisor may not be allowed to attend. Some universities require that one or more of the examiners must be from outside the institution (so-called 'externals'). Many institutions require that there is no formal relationship between the candidate and the examiner (i.e. they may not have written a paper together prior to the examination).
Even beyond these conventions there is an intricate art to the choice of examiners. In some fields the external examiner is viewed as being almost as important as the supervisor since they act as the gatekeeper who allows a candidate to pass from student to a member of the academy. Passing a defence with a well-known, respected or highly-established academic can be a mark of esteem and can be helpful for a young researcher. Of course, choosing a very wellknown academic as a panellist can be risky since failing a viva can be quickly reported around the academic social network and can reflect badly on the student, supervisor, and even the department or university. Often, panellists are co-authors of one of the supervisors. All these factors contribute to a subtle and interesting network for study.
There are also other important effects to bear in mind when considering the network of panellists that relate to institutional esteem and to practicality: it may be that there is a systemic internal bias for institutions to choose examiners from universities that are currently deemed to have higher status than the source institution; for practical purposes geography can play a significant role in that it is easier and cheaper to get an external examiner from a nearby university than from further afield where logistical issues makes the arrangement more difficult or more expensive. Of course, the factors of status and geography interfere in a complex fashion. Furthermore, the choice of possible externals is also influenced by judgements by supervisors about the merits of individual students. A chosen examiner must be available, must know the topic concerned and be appropriate both in terms of prestige / status and the supervisor's judgement of the merit of the thesis. It is plausible that across the academy the effects of these merit judgements cancel out leaving distance and status as the most significant factors.
A number of data sets suggest themselves as a starting point for studying this area: there are several online academic genealogy projects holding PhD student-supervisor data [19, 29] : We collated data from the following online collaborative sources: Academic tree http://academictree.org/; Primatology Tree http://www.physanthphylogeny.org/ and PhD Tree http://phdtree.org/. Goydar worked on the comparative prestige of sociology departments based not on publications but on the prestige of the universities awarding the PhDs of staff members [10] . The latter approach seems to capture the entrenched position of Oxford, Cambridge and few other Russell Group Universities in the UK together with the Ivy League and similar highprofile institutions in the US. It is interesting to note that while the identity of an institution typically won't change in the short term, its level of esteem or prestige may, although typically within the lifetime of a single academic career the esteem of an institution can mostly be considered to be stable. There may be more, faster variation in the esteem of individual departments [17] . This paper is organised as follows: In Sec. 1 we explain how we created and curated the case study dataset that we then go on to use as a toy model to explore the ideas laid out above.
In Sec. 2 we summarise the analysis of the dataset. In Sec. 3 we discuss a potential model to explore esteem propagation across an academic network. In Sec. 4 we include a brief discussion of the research and suggest some directions for further research.
Primatology as a toy model
For our study, we have chosen to study a dataset in the field of primatology and have created a network as described below. We are interested in a genealogical or kinship approach and so each node in our network corresponds to a person. Each examination defines a relationship between a set of nodes or individuals. The role that each person plays in each exchange is not a property of the node but rather of the link (the degree/examination). Hence, there are two types of directed edge in our network. Each edge corresponds to a single instance of a degree / examination and hence is associated with a single student who is undergoing an examination. There are two types of edge: supervisor-student edges and examiner-student edges and so a single examination in codified in a number of different edges. We have not attempted to codify other types of relationship in the graph such as examiner-examiner, supervisor-examiner or supervisor-supervisor edges -such relationships are left to be inferred from the graph through the examination events.
There is an implicit hierarchy in the network since there are dates associated with the examination events and the assumption (in general) is that the least experienced researcher will be the one undergoing examination or supervision. As a result, this is a temporal (edge) network graph of the type discussed by Holme & Saramaki [31] or Masuda and Lambiotte [32] , although we have not exploited this in our work to date. Figure 1 shows a simple instance of a 3-generation academic genealogy in which the student E in Generation 2 is the supervisor of G in the 3 rd generation and who draws on her previous supervisors as examiners and is co-supervising the student with one of her examiners. In practical terms, finding data to formulate this graph is challenging and many value judgements must be made to create something that can sensibly represent an area. As we were looking for a graph containing links based on examinations, we needed to find a field where data was sufficiently readily available and the intellectual genealogy work of Sussman and Kelley was generously shared in order to provide a starting point for our own research [7] . The database of PhD supervisor-supervisee relationships provided by Sussman and Kelley was heavily supplemented by adding in doctoral examiner and committee data for the first time.
Beyond data availability, there are several reasons that we chose primatology for our toy model. Primatology is an interdisciplinary subject spanning observational field studies via captive studies to genetics. Primatologists are to be found in Zoology, Psychology, Biology, Medicine, Archaeology and Anthropology departments. This means that we are able to access a number of different subject styles to get a more universal picture. From a practical perspective, the size of the field of primatology is sufficient to be interesting but small enough that we are able to handle the data for cleaning purposes as well as for the purposes of drawing meaningful conclusions.
Kelley and Sussman's original dataset concentrated on American field primatologists and identifies the supervisory linage of Sherwood Washburn as the defining characteristic of the discipline. In the current work, we cast our net wider restricting ourselves to neither a methodological orientation or a sub-continent. Nevertheless, Washburn's lineage emerges as central. From a technical perspective, we have set further limits on what constitutes primatology for our purposes -specifically, we have not included theses on humans. Decisions on the inclusion or exclusion of theses were chosen by Zeitlyn on a case by case basis. It was not possible to automate or map this process to an algorithm. Classification of work in a narrow field remains a challenging problem. In order to do this in a reproducible manner using machine learning or classification algorithms, it is necessary to have a sufficiently large body of pretagged data, this is something this is not readily available in the area of primatology (in fact the current dataset associated with this paper may be the first to provide a learning set on which to base algorithmic approaches). We also need to specify what types of thesis are appropriate to include in our study: The theses that we deemed relevant for analysis had to meet the following two criteria: Firstly, only doctoral theses that resulted in an awarded qualification were included (this means that masters-level dissertations, even if related to research results were not considered); secondly, only theses related to non-human primatology were included. When considering the inclusion of supervisors and examiners we have taken the view that anyone supervising or examining a primatologist should be included (whatever their formal subject affiliation) since their supervision/examining has a bearing on primatology. Conversely, not all those supervised or examined by a primatologist may be primatologists so not all the students of a given parent (even of Washburn) have been included. This is a subject based project. The dataset that we compiled and studied is available, together with an interactive
It is important to note that not all individuals considered to be primatologists are included He is, however, included in our database as supervisor and examiner. Another similar case is that of Thelma Rowell. Since in some systems of doctoral assessment supervisors are also examiners there was some duplication in the data. We left this data in the main dataset set since it may be of interest (it represents a meeting between the groups of co-examiners, the juries), but in the network analysis reported here we omitted examiners who were also supervisors, on the basis that their role in the examination process was different from the other examiners. They were present as a function of their role as supervisor, they had not been asked solely to assess the submitted thesis.
We note this points to an ambiguity in some US doctoral committees, which are constituted from the start of the research and so combine supervisory and examining roles. We have taken the one or two committee members designated as 'primary supervisors' as such and treated the remainder of the committee as examiners.
In our data the maximum number of examinations for an individual is 56 and the maximum number of supervisions is 32 (not the same person). Furthermore, we note that some individuals have several doctorates (quite apart from honorary doctorates which we are not discussing at present). An extreme case is William Clement McGrew who has 3 doctorates at least 2 of which fit our criteria.
Analysis and results
As active primatologists Kelley and Sussman had a natural intuition that Washburn was a central figure in primatology and, indeed, were able to demonstrate the importance of his lineage in America. They also document some other lineages in other countries (e.g. that associated with Robert Hinde in Cambridge) and some others in America. In our work, we seek to remove the intuition component and show that network properties and statistics confirm intuition and can be used in place of intuition to identify key actors in a field.
In our analysis we used Pajek and the SNA package in R to calculate network statistics.
Overall, we captured and codified 7557 examinations, 4628 supervisions related to a total of 3486 connections between supervisors and students. We take the genealogical metaphor as a guiding principle, especially since our data are bilateral, which means that we can explore the possibility of whether there are intellectual analogues to cousin marriage. Forms of asymmetrical marriage among distant kin are well testified from round the world and are an old staple of anthropological kinship theory. We note that this appears to make the somewhat recherché and old-school topic in Kinship Theory of preferential patrilateral cross-cousin marriage, as practiced among nomadic pastoralists to keep herds intact, relevant to the study of social networks. In network analysis this is equivalent to asking whether the network contains closed loops or cycles. That is to ask whether starting from an individual is it possible to find a path back to that individual in which linking people occur once only. Of course, since our data are time-ordered, it is simple to remove these links if needed. Kinship has been one of the central parts of academic anthropology for more than a century [23, 26] . The study of kinship concerns both the tracing of descent (the ways in which people identify themselves to one another) and the arrangement of marriage, who is marriageable and who cannot be married.
Loops occur for a number of reasons. For example, hypothetically two students of the same supervisor might in time come to have their own students. When looking for an examiner, Supervisor A may think of their former peer as being suitable since they come from the same disciplinary tradition. This would create a very small cycle, see Figure 2 . We note that it might seem wrong to "return the favour" as this may be termed 'incestuous' see Figure 3 . Note the naturalness of the genealogical metaphor. In a similar vein the tendency of universities to appoint their own graduands could also be loosely described as being incestuous but taking the kinship metaphor seriously would suggest this is more accurately described as a form of intellectual endogamy (see Godechot [4] [5] [6] [13] [14] [15] whose title talks of 'inbreeding'). However, due to the availability of subject experts in a field or subfield it is the case, anecdotally, that this practice does go on. We should stress that these sort of loops may be emergent properties of localised strategic decision making rather than being deliberately crafted. We are not suggesting that examiners are being chosen because of being intellectual uncles or aunts of the student concerned. In some cases, however, these are the people best placed to act as examiner and unintended consequences of such assessments is that cycles are created. In our data, we found 48 examples of simple closed loops and 36 examples of Incestuous closed loops.
We have gone to a lot of trouble to set up a network to study. However, there are some simple statistics to collect to get a sense of the graph before we look at network statistics. Since we are particularly interested in esteem, a crude measure of esteem may be related to the number of doctoral students that a researcher has supervised. Being successful, prominent or of high status in a discipline is likely to lead to an individual attracting research students and to be being asked to serve as examiner for many others. On the face of it there is potentially a gradient from someone with a newly minted doctorate who has neither themselves been an examiner nor supervised any students to a senior figure who at retirement has supervised and examined many students. To explore this intuition, we took the topmost individuals in the lists of most supervisees (Table 2 ) and most examinees and collated the awards and other tokens of esteem they had received. To motivate the use of a network-statistic approach to gain insights we look at a slightly more fine-grained statistic that is natural to derive from the course-grained statistics in Table 2 .
The number of examinations in which an examiner has participated, in Table 3 , can be misleading since in the committee and jury systems many supervisors are members of their own students' doctoral committees/juries. We have attempted to allow for this by counting only examinations of students that are supervised by others and by weighting the figures to reflect the difference between internal and external membership of juries and committees. For the UK examination system where the norm is only two examiners we have included only the external examiners and have not recorded internal examining.
To reflect the relative perceived merit of internal versus external examination we introduce an arbitrary relative weighting to make a point. In our weighting of committee /jury members external members are weighted 1, internal at 0.5. Where affiliation is not recorded, as sometimes occurs in the data (in our dataset, 0.4% of thesis authors and 6% of authors and examiners overall lacked affiliation information), we assume they are internal so weight them by 0.5.
Note that if we look purely at the data in Table 3 , this is a difficult half-way house between a very pure high-level statistic and a measure that attempts to give us context. If you look in isolation at the number of examinations then you may think that Clifford Jolly is the most highly esteemed academic. However, number of external examinations might be a better proxy and so Jolly, Wrangham and Wright all do well on this measure. However, using our arbitrary weighting Sussman scores extremely highly. The arbitrariness of the weighting that we've introduced makes sense instinctively but skews the numbers. So, our attempt to account for effects that we know about by adding in an arbitrary variable only makes things worse.
Indeed, the problem is significantly more complex when you try to add further context.
At the centre of the problem is the lack of context built into the statistics that we have available.
In what communities do these individuals sit: are they at large institutions? Do they have funding to travel due to generous research funding environments? Are they based in one of the geographical regions in which there are many universities (for example New York, Boston, London or Melbourne) and so invitations to participate in external evaluations may be more plentiful since travel costs can be kept low? No high-level analysis is ever going to capture that level of nuance and for a group of thousands of people it is impossible to capture enough variables to truly represent this. However, we argue that the structure of the network that we've build should encode some of this "landscape" information and hence network statistics should provide more contextualised norms. In some sense, the weighting that we codified manually should already be encoded in the network structure and should emerge through the ranking. Although there was a high degree of correlation between many of the network and nonnetwork measures there were some individuals identified by network measures who would have been missed by the simple counting exercise and which, perhaps, more closely represent an "insider's" intuitions e.g. that Washburn was an important figure, founding a lineage.
Significantly, though Washburn is identified as important by all measures so is Howard Russell
Tuttle.
Given that network statistics have a slightly different flavour to mere counting it is important to understand how closeness centrality and betweenness centrality work. In his recent work, the Square and the Tower, Naill Ferguson gives an excellent account of network statistics [24] , while more technical treatments may be found in [27, 28] . Closeness centrality is calculated as the sum of the length of the shortest paths between the node and all other nodes in the graph.
It is important because it gives a sense of the directness connection of any node to any other node. In academic terms, those with high closeness centrality tend to be established academics with developed social networks arising from a rich collaborative career and significant conference attendance or positioning in a connected academic institution. In some sense, closeness centrality can be a good measure of "establishment" or "fame". The betweenness centrality of each node is defined in terms of the shortest paths between pairs of points in the graph. The node with the highest betweenness centrality is the node through which the highest number of shortest paths pass. In a sense, this is the node which is most likely to be "on the way" from any random choice of node to any other random choice of node. Betweenness gives us a measure of how strategically a node is connected. For example, if a graph may be decomposed into two equal internally-connected but overall disconnected graphs and one new node is introduced with a single connection to each of these two graphs, then it is instantly a candidate to be the node with the highest betweenness since all paths must pass through that node which wish to travel from one graph to the other. In academic terms, we find people with high betweenness in many scenarios but particularly in the early stages of emergence of interdisciplinary communities. Those academics who connect two disparate communities have high betweenness in co-authorship networks as there are few links between those communities. Betweenness can be a good measure of innovation or a signal for certain types of collaboration. We have calculated these two values for all academics in our network and show the most highly ranked in Table 4 . In Table 4 : Lists the top ten individuals for five different network measures (and those supervising/examining >10 theses). We then removed those identified by only one measure then look at the individuals who are prominent by several different measures. Table 5 combines a number of different network statistics that we deem to be important in assessing the importance of an individual to the social community. Twenty-two individuals are identified by at least two of the different measures considered and we discuss these below. remember that these are not actual publication citations, rather we are using a measure first developed to analyse networks of citation patterns).
Conversely, we also note that the list includes Kay Holekamp, a senior zoologist who is not a primatologist by specialization. She enters our list as a prominent supervisor and examiner of primatologists.
Herbert Srebnik, Professor of Anatomy at Berkeley is of note since he is not a prolific examiner or supervisor nor has he been widely recognised by the award of medals etc. However, he has clearly played an important role as reflected in his pivotal position in the networks of supervision and examining.
Esteem propagation and ranking
In this section, we extend the ideas of the previous section to explore our genealogy network in the context of ranking theory. Here we wish to improve our "computation intuition"
by adding features to our graph that allow us to not only assess the relative esteem of individuals but see how esteem "flows" across a network through interactions provided by PhD examinations and doctoral supervisions.
As stated at the beginning of this paper, esteem flows through an academic network. A reader's first impression of someone's curriculum vitae is influenced by the university that they attended, their doctoral advisor, examiners and a number of other factors. If we consider each participant in the network to be a node with a "score" defined by some objective assessment of their vitae and links between nodes provided by an academic hierarchy such as PhD mentorship or PhD examination (or a combination of these two) then we define a "system of esteem". If we wanted to understand the relative esteem of one person with respect to another in the network it is important to understand the context surrounding each person and one can use network analytic approaches to quantify the relative esteem of any two people on a network that is "strongly connected". (We won't define technical terminology here since it is not needed to follow our arguments, but instead refer the reader to [1, 20] .) Hence, when we talk about esteem flowing around a network, the concept is clear, each connection shared between people allows a little "glory" to be reflected in each direction. It is important to understand that when we talk about flow, we are not talking about a dynamical quantity on the network. Rather we are describing the rebalancing of the esteem scores at each point in the network when new information is added to the network. New information in this context can come from three types of event: i) the addition of a new edge -where a new qualification event takes place and links nodes that already exist in the network; ii) the addition of a new node as a result of activity i); and iii) the exogenous addition of new esteem -for example, a new prize or honour conferred a participant in the network. Assessing this network to calculate the relative esteem of the participants can be classed as a ranking problem. This is a well-studied problem that has been seen in many contexts from Google's PageRank algorithm to modern content recommendation engines and even College Football rankings [1, 20] .
Typically, network approaches require a way to assign scores to each node in the graph to create a "preference matrix". This preference matrix is then used to create a ranking that takes into account not only the strength of each individual node individually, but the strength of the nodes that have relationships with that node, as well as second, third, and eventually nth level relationships. The work of Keener [1] shows that the construction of the preference matrix in a correctly-normalised manner preserves the probabilistic interpretation of the network and means that network statistics such as betweenness centrality and closeness centrality continue to be valid concepts.
While the network that we've studied is directed in time, in the sense that teachers are the progenitors of their students, the flow of esteem does not only travel "forward" in the graph but backward in time as well. For example, from our previous discussion, it is clear that having a PhD advisor or examiner who is the recipient of a Nobel Prize can be good for the student or examinee. However, the advisor to a student who goes on to win a Nobel Prize also benefits 1960s winning a Nobel Prize for his contribution and is occasionally described as the "smartest man alive" in that period. Yet, none of his students won a Nobel Prize.
In formulating our ranking we need to associate scores with each researcher. In the ranking created by Keener [1] for football teams, this score could be derived from the number of goals achieved by each side. Hence, in the Keener case, each game or interaction relates a pair of teams and these scores are summed over the season. In our academic case, the picture is more static. A scoring method needs to be defined such that when an honour is conferred on an individual, the node weight is adjusted to take this into account. This is where a lot of subjectivity is involved in any ranking scheme. We see precisely this approach applied to university rankings, where different data and different weighting schemes lead to different outcomes. Here we are attempting to make personal rankings more reflective of the context of the person (i.e. taking account of the interactions that we can derive from the relationships that people have in the form of qualification events, which are the analogue in this model of the football game interactions). The effect of using the approach in [1] to rank the nodes in the network is that the final ranking is not simply the sum of the weights associated with the awards that each person has but rather it takes into account the network effects of being located in the network in proximity to an award winner. This makes sense since, if a prize winner chooses a doctoral student, then they are likely to have had a good field to choose from and the chances that the student may be good is higher. There is also a reinforcing effect where that student, being supervised by a prize winner, is more likely to be afforded opportunities than other students. The network ranking approach associated with [1] models this type of reinforcement in a natural way. The ranking scheme is also quite robust, which is to say that the model deals with partial information quite well. Typically, if scores can be assigned to the square root of the number of nodes in the network, a workable ranking can still be derived with some confidence.
In order to specify the elements of the preference matrix described above, we need to suggest a scoring methodology. As noted earlier, each node corresponds to either a supervisor, an examiner or a degree candidate. The weight that we assign to each node in the network should describe their achievements or the esteem that has been conferred on the individual so far.
Hence, our sketch formula for the weight of each node/researcher might be:
where the sum in each case is over all the awards won in each category by the person in their career so far, and each coefficient (a,b,c,…) represents a universal weight associated the type of award in the sum. Ideally, these universal weight factors are determined by surveying a large population of practitioners so that the relative strength of the awards are well understood.
In practice, and in many cases where such methods are used in university rankings, these weight factors are either arbitrarily decided, hidden from those being ranked, or both. We normalise these weights (a, b, c, …) by summing across the nodes in the graph and dividing out. We note that modifying the weight function above by removing the co-efficients and summing reduces to the sum of awards given. Hence, the sum of the weights is a quantity that is something like the total "esteem" given. These concepts are analogous to particle number and energy preservation in a closed physical system. The weight function can be directly considered to be the "bare" esteem associated with an individual, however, it does not directly represent the network effect of being connected to other nodes in the graph. The output of the ranking approach described here would be a "ranking vector" that gives a relative score to each node in the graph. This score can be thought of as the relative network esteem or perceived esteem of a participant in the network -an equivalent to PageRank for Academic Esteem! There are many more element types than we have listed in this short example that may be important to consider, for example these may include many well-established measures of esteem such as honorary chairs, named chairs, prestigious committee memberships, government advisory positions, through to more modern esteem measures such as having a Wikipedia page.
In each case, there are subtle interplays between different elements, which need to be understood to calculate an overall score. For instance, the example above contains no interaction terms between awards. An example where it may be necessary to consider such interactions is the winning of a Fellowship of the National Academy of Science in the US. When an American researcher receives the Nobel Prize in their field then they will almost without question by invited to become a member of the National Academy of Science. Is it appropriate that they should get a "booster" to their esteem score by this or is it entirely right and the halo effect of a Nobel Prize should propagate unseen in our equation?
The prizes and elected fellowships as well as other awards and measures of prestige that we suggest above have a constancy or a quality that we contend is approximately constant in time. Hence, we borrow the concept of "standard candle" from astronomy. In astronomy, standard candles are types of celestial object that burn with a luminosity that is well understood and hence they can be used to calculate their distance. We posit, for an example, that a Nobel
Prize always takes about the same level of academic achievement and command of a field relative to others and that, as a result of winning such a prize, the esteem of the recipient will manifest in approximately the same way at any point in time. Hence, by using the Esteem measure that we suggest above, we can compare the relative esteem of researchers across generations.
Even for a small, tight-knit community such as primatology, not everyone is connected in a single graph. There are colleagues who work on distinct topics and who form disconnected sub-groups. In Table 1 , we summarize the sizes of the largest connected components of the graphs that we have worked with in this paper. The large connected components contain 65-70%
of the nodes in the data. The network ranking approach that we have suggested here does not have the capacity to create a full relative ranking of all components if they are not part of the same connected piece. In exploring the problem further, we would need to work with the largest connected component for the chosen ranking method to be applicable.
Collating information about honours proved difficult. This was partly due to the difficulties of handling heterogeneous data. In particular, we encountered several questions as we looked deeper into this line of exploration: Which awards do we decide to be significant? Does the significance of awards change with time? Are records of award that are publicly available sufficiently complete? Other issues are also raised: How does one assess the relative merit of being elected to membership of Sigma XI or the British Academy over having discovered a new species? On the basis that success breeds success or that consistent success is reflected over a career by the accrual of awards and prizes we made a crude count of identifiable honours.
When counting the measures of esteem awarded to a key group of 22 individuals identified by the network analysis in Tables 4 and 5 there is no clear correlation. Only Russell Tuttle, scores highly on both, and there is no statistically significant correlation (see Table 6 ). 
Discussion and future directions for research\
What this exercise has shown is that combining supervisory and examiners data is In the long term we hope that this pilot case will encourage the keepers of the metadata, the directors of DART (Digital Access to Research Theses), Proquest theses database and so on, to include examination data with agreed metadata standards so that this sort of analysis can be undertaken across all academic disciplines and evaluated across time.
There are many potential directions for new research projects based on the ideas in this paper and we only indicate a few here. It is interesting to solidify the model that we have sketched by surveying broadly to find appropriate weightings for each of the esteem factors in the weight equation. Extending the model so that field dependence is taken into account with some appropriate normalisation is important.
A further fruitful area for future enquiry is the study of the relative weights for supervisors and examiners in the genealogy. Can a generalised rule be developed for the relative weighting or should the weighting be dependent on the relative perceived strengths of the examiner and supervisor nodes?
It may also be interesting to study the "horizon of last influence". That is, the longest time back that any "significant" change can be made to the perceived esteem of a colleague -a clear definition of "significance" needs to be defined for this to be possible. We postulate that this is field independent since the effect of a supervisor's supervisor on a student may be minimal and a 3 rd degree relationship is almost certainly even less. However, particular fields may have especially close networks, particularly short generation times or the effects of major prizes such as the Nobel prize may have a disproportionate effect on the structure of those fields in which they exist.
Another direction is considering the use of community detection and pairing this with ranking to look at the distribution of awards on a naturally emergent subject categorisation. It is clear that some research areas profit from more awards than others, hence, combining the work of Evans and Lambiotte [9, 12] , and Hutchins et al. [18, 21] suggests interesting possibilities for clustering and local rankings within academic "families".
To summarise, we have demonstrated that intellectual genealogies can be enhanced by going beyond the supervisor -student relationship, and that to properly understand the lineages we need to consider bilateral kinship structures. The important figures in the networks are those who are recognized as high status through the award of prizes, medals and prestigious fellowships. These prizes form the basis of our perception of who is most influential in academic networks. However, prestige/esteem is a more complicated quantity and proximity to those who hold prestigious awards in the academic genealogy can be a signal for unseen influence or future success depending on career stage.
